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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Literally volumes of Information exist concerning the stock market.
In addition to bookstores and the public library as investment information
sources, most newspapers devote a page or two to the market.

Brokerage

firms provide data on individual stocks and the account executive will
offer an opinion concerning purchase or sale of a stock.

Many brokerage

firms have small libraries of investment data, frequently including a few
market advisory services.

There are advisory services catering to a wide

variety of investment needs from that of providing purely fundamental data
to those recommending trades based on technical opinions.

Investment

oriented newspapers are available as are numerous periodicals.
A problem arises when dealing with the above sources.

All of this

information is available but there is no organized way to put it all to
gether in reaching a decision.
blem.

This study has been directed to this pro

Using available data and methods, a scheme was designed by which

an investor working on his own, with a modicum of time and expense, could
reach an intelligent decision concerning his investment opportunities.
The subject area under consideration is a very broad one.

Some

constraints must be imposed in order to effectively limit the method to a
manageable size.

The following assumptions have been used as limitations

to this study.
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(1)

The reader has reasonable access to some Investment informa
tion such as is usually available in a brokerage firm's
office.

Standard and Poor's. Moody's. Value Line. The Wall

Street Transcript and perhaps some specific industry or
company investment analysis are often available.
(2)

This study has not attempted to break any new ground or
develop new theories.

An attempt has been made to assemble

an approach based on established theories and market indica
tors.
Assuming that there are adequate techniques available for analysis,
the problem becomes one of designing a context in which these differing
types of analysis are organized.
useful is assumed to (1)
and

The individual who may find this paper

have an interest in managing his own investments

to have a basic understanding of the securities industry, its termin

ology,

and the security analysis technique, (3)

be willing to do a limited

amount of reading and studying and subscribe to several investment periodi
cals, (3)

have a serious attitude concerning investing and be inclined

toward traditional analysis of stock value and timing.
The problem now becomes one of how the individual investor reaches
a reasonably objective opinion in evaluating possible reward and risk in
the stock market.

In order to limit the amount of emotional bias and force

some objective reasoning, a checklist approach was developed to relate
various factors affecting decisions.

Variable weighting of the factors

enables different analysts to change the overall emphasis to fit their
needs.
The use of these checklists by an individual in his investing
program should increase the probability of profitable transactions through
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more complete consideration and analysis of the many factors at work In
the market.
The overall market Is analyzed In Chapter II.

Fundamentals of both

the present condition and future outlook are stressed first and then the
technical basis of the market Is considered.

After a short discussion of

pertinent factors, checklists are developed to aid In the analysis and
evaluation of the market as a whole.
The analysis of a particular Industry Is reviewed In Chapter III,
again using both fundamental and technical tools.
to help form an objective opinion.

Checklists are developed

The larger part of the chapter deals

with analysis of an Individual company.
Chapter IV Is a brief summary of portfolio management, mainly the
reduction of risk via a portfolio.
Chapter V Is a summary of chapters two through four and the method
ology is developed to make the buy or sell decision.

A discussion and

rationalization for the Investment technique developed In this study makes
up Chapter VI and the conclusions are reached In Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II

THE BUSINESS CLIMATE - WHEN TO BUY

The entire market must be looked at in order to determine the
overall relation of risk and reward.

The possibility of profiting on a

long position In an Individual stock during a period when the overall
trend of the market Is down Is minimal.

There are two schools of thought

which concern the overall market, fundamental and technical.

Both of

these will be scrutinized In an attempt to utilize all worthwhile tech
niques of appraisal.

Market Fundamental Analysis

Fundamental analysis Is an attempt to assess the market by means
of studying factors which Influence value.

In the overall market this

Is mainly economic analysis which centers around the business cycle.

One

section deals with present economic factors. In a second section an eval
uation of the future outlook Is made and In a third the overall stock mar
ket analysis Is carried out.

Present Economic Condition

As mentioned, the business cycle Is the primary concern here.
Since the stock market Is a fairly reliable leading Indicator of the
business cycle. It Is necessary to have some Idea of the stage of the
cycle, particularly for more cyclical stocks.

Articles In general

4
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business reading frequently conment on the state or stage of the business
cycle.

Several factors are important in evaluating the business cycle

among which are:

industrial production, corporate profits, employment -

unemployment, factory usage, inventory level, average workweek, consumer
prices, interest rates, consumer attitude, retail sales, savings rate,
installment debt, margin debt, credit balance, gold price, balance of
trade and payments, and relative international stability.
Industrial production is generally recognized as the best over
all statistic to represent the state of business.

The trend in the level

of output is indicative of a country's general economic health.

Corporate

profits are composed of company earnings and earnings are the primary
determinant of stock value as well as being the source of dividends and
main source of funds for expansion which provides the capability for growth.
The level of unemployment is obviously tied to the well being of
the economy.

Not only are unemployment statistics a psychological factor

in stockbuyer sentiment, but the unemployed themselves constitute a nega
tive economic force due to diminished purchasing power.

The current per

centage level of potential output capacity is obviously related to produc
tion figures, but more important, factory usage shows the amount of pro
duction capacity which could be readily made available.

Inventory level

should be compared to unfilled orders to see if businesses have excess or
deficient stocks on hand.

Inventories more or less follow the economy,

building up in recessions and falling in expansions.

Beware of excess

buildup or unduly high levels because of carrying costs, obsolescense and
possible writedowns.

The average workweek is the primary variable behind

wage levels and as such, is a determinant of the amount of income available
for spending.
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The consumer price index is a measure of the cost of living.

This

indicator is particularly important in periods of relatively high inflation
which disturbs the construction-dépréciation cycle, further distorts nation
wide income distribution, raises the expectations of future income gains,
and distorts the bond - stock, yield relationship.

The result is the crea

tion of a mood of uncertainty which is anathema to the market.
Interest rates are determined by the pressures of supply and demand
for money but are largely influenced by the Federal Reserve Board.

Low

interest rates provide the incentive to borrow and expand while high inter
est rates inhibit this desire.

When interest rates become high enough,

they offer a desirable alternative to equity ownership at decidedly less
risk.
Consumer spending constitutes about two-thirds of the Gross National
Product (GNP).

It is intuitively apparent that the willingness of consumers

to spend is a determining factor in the state of the economy.
ganizations publish consumer attitude or intention surveys.

Several or
Sindlinger

publishes a consumer confidence index in the Weekly Executive Summary. The
University of Michigan also conducts a periodic consumer attitude survey.^
Consumer surveys are frequently mentioned

in general reading (such as H. J.

Nelson's "The Trader" column inBarron's)

or may be available in the local

public library or brokerage firm.

The information is worthwhile but it is

probably not valuable enough to subscribe

to just for these statistics.

If

a direct reading on consumer attitude is not available, three good proxies
are retail sales, the savings rate, and installment credit.
are a good measure of how much the consumer is spending.

Retail sales

The percentage of

^"The Trader" column in Barron's periodically discusses the Univer
sity of Michigan consumer survey reports.
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Income saved is a good indication of how consumers feel about buying.
When people are unsure of the economy, they typically save discretionary
income rather than spend it.

The level and trend of installment credit

is another way to measure the attitude toward the economy.

Consumer

attitude is particularly important because their spending is what gener
ates company profits and their stock purchases are an important factor in
stock market prices.
The trend and level of margin debt show the general attitude of
the public toward stocks.
indicates this.

The credit balance in broker accounts also

A higher level of margin debt and a lower credit balance

reflects optimism toward the future while the opposite would indicate
caution on the part of investors in general.
The trend of gold prices is important for two reasons.

Gold is

contracyclical, i.e., the price of gold traditionally moves opposite to
the market.

2

As such, it is a useful indicator of market trend.

The price

of gold also reflects the degree of international monetary stability be
cause when people (outside the United States) are uncertain of current
monetary value relationships, they take refuge in gold and push the price
up.
Equilibrium in the United States balance of trade and balance of
payments is doubly important.

First, if it is not in balance, that con

dition cannot continue indefinitely.

Eventually, conditions must change

to tip the balance back in the opposite direction.

Second, the balance

of trade is an indication of the competitiveness of United States goods
in the world market.

There is a direct relation between international

monetary, political or economic unrest and the stock market.

The market

2
Dines Letter. New York, James Dines and Company, various dates.
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does not react favorably to any type of uncertainty.

It would be quite

complicated and require a high level of expertise to evaluate relative
international stability directly, but a subjective rating based on general
reading would still provide useful information.

To make analysis simpler,

divide this factor into three parts; economic stability, political stab
ility and monetary stability.
It is now necessary to consolidate the information into a form
suitable for use.

A summary of the factors mentioned including a comment

on how to evaluate the factor and where to find a source of data is pro
vided first.

A worksheet on which to record various facts and perform

the few required computations is provided next.

Finally, there is a check

list which will be the decision making tool, (see Table 1 and Table 2).
The checklist is designed to be used as a tool in decision making.
Each factor should be assigned a weight based on the relative subjective
importance of the factor and the inclinations of the individual.
decided, the weighting number remains on the checklist.

Once

Each time the

checklist is used, every factor is rated as satisfactory, neutral, or un
satisfactory.

The weighting number for each factor is entered in the

appropriate rating column and each of the three columns is added.

The

column with the highest sum indicates the desirability of buying, holding
or selling.

The largest sum should be compared to the other two sums to

determine how conclusive the largest sum is.

Further use of the check

lists is discussed in subsequent sections and chapters.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL MARKET ANALYSIS - PART I

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Business cycle

N/A

subjective

General
reading

Industrial
production

trend

up is good

Wall Street
Journal

Corporate
profits

trend

up is good

Wall Street
Journal

Employment

level &
trend

high and up
equals good

General
reading

Unemployment

level

low is good

Wall Street
Journal

Factory usage

level

low is good .

General
reading

Inventory level

level

low is good

Wall Street
Journal

Average workweek

trend &
level

high and up
equals good

Wall Street
Journal

Consumer prices

level

low equals
good

Wall Street
Journal

Interest rates

level

low equals
good

Wall Street
Journal

Retail sales

trend

up equals
good

Wall Street
Journal

Consumer attitude

level

subjective

General
reading

Savings rate

level

low equals
good

General
reading

Installment debt

level

high equals
good

General
reading
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Margin debt

level

low equals
good

General
reading

Credit balance

level

high equals
good

General
reading

Gold price

level

low equals
good

Wall Street
Journal

Balance of
trade

level

neutral equals
good

General
reading

Balance of
payments

level

neutral equals
good

General
reading

International
economic stability

N/A

subjective

General
reading

International
political stability

N/A

subj active

General
reading

International
money stability

N/A

subjective

General
reading

The Wall Street Journal publishes a series of graphs on the front
page on a rotating basis.
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TABLE 2
MARKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART I

Present Economic Condition

Business cycle ...............
Industrial production..........
Corporate profits.

..........

Employment .................

.

Unemployment .................
Factory usage.................
Inventory level...............
Average workweek .............
Consumer prices...............
Interest rates ...............
Consumer attitudes ............
Retail sales...........

.

Savings rate. . . . . . . .
Installment debt..........
Margin debt...................
Credit balance ...............
Gold p r i c e ................. .
Balance of trade ..............
Balance of payment ............
Relative international stability
Economic. . ..............
Political

..............

Monetary.................
TOTAL
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Future Economic Outlook

The current state of the economy was analyzed In the previous
section.

The stock market Is a leading Indicator In that Investors will

react before the event or discount anything which they can see Is going
to happen.

The market averages seem to react about six to nine months

ahead of economic changes.

It Is vitally Important that the future be

carefully scrutinized to foresee any economic changes which may affect
the stock market.
The following factors will be used to analyze the outlook:

scenario

of the coming year, leading Indicators, money supply, capital spending
surveys and mutual fund buying. Numerous sources, such as Newsweek, Wall
Street Journal, Barron's, Forbes, and Fortune, publish projected scenarios
of the economy for the year ahead around the beginning of each year. A
consensus of these forecasts should prove reliable.

As part of these

overall forecasts. Gross National Project and corporate profit levels
are projected which are useful to consider.

Particular attention should

be paid to the forecast of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) earn
ings as this will be used In computations which assist in evaluating
potential gain.

Brokerage firms frequently distribute reports early each

year commenting on projections for the coming year.

The trend of the

commerce department's "leading Indicators" Is a widely used tool In econ
omic forecasting which has proved quite reliable.

Economic conditions

react In the same direction as changes in money supply after a lag of
eleven to thirty-one m o n t h s T h e r e f o r e a moderately rising trend in the

4
Milton Friedman, speech at Malmstrom Air Force Base, April 10,
1972.
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money supply, if not so high as to aggravate inflationary tendencies, is
good.

Remember that in attempting to assess the economic outlook, the

stock market is itself a leading indicator.
Although businessmen are not completely accurate in anticipating
what they will build, capital spending surveys are nevertheless a worth
while indicator of the likely trend in the economy.

Figures from these

surveys are widely discussed in general reading.
Two factors are important about mutual fund activity.
the cash level.

First is

The percentage of assets in cash (including government

securities) represents buying power.

Second, the level of net sales

(new sales less redemptions) shows how much new money is coming into the
funds which could also be used to purchase stocks.

Of course, if there

are net redemptions, the mutual funds might have to sell stocks which
would be a depressing factor in the market.

Barron's publishes an

analysis of mutual fund transactions each quarter.

A summary of market

outlook factors and a checklist follow as Table 3 and Table 4.

Overall Market Factors
In this third section, an attempt is made to analyze the overall
stock market from a fundamental standpoint.

The following factors have

been used to provide a means of achieving this:

price earnings ratio,

market gain-loss ratio and theoretical Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)
level.

The price earnings ratio (PE) for one of the market averages should

be compared to its historic range.
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL MARKET ANALYSIS - PART II

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Projacted
scenario

N/A

subjective

General
reading

Projected GNP

Percent
gain

high equals
good

General
reading

Projected
Corporate
profits

Percent
gain

high equals
good

General
reading

Projected DJIA
earnings

Percent
gain

high equals
good

General
reading

Leading
indicators

trend

up equals
good

Wall Street
Journal

Money supply

trend

up slowly
equals good

Wall Street
Journal

Capital
spending
surveys

trend and
level

up slowly
equals good

General
reading

Mutual fund
cash

level

high equals
good

General
reading

Mutual fund
net sales

level

high equals
good

Barron's
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TABLE 4
MARKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART II

Future Economic Outlook

Scenario (opinion)
Gross National Product
forecast ........ *
Corporate profits
forecast . . .
DJIA earnings
forecast .
Leading indicators
Money supply
Capital spending survey
Mutual fund
Cash level
Net sales
TOTAL
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The gain-loss ratio is a measure relating potential gain and poten
tial loss to present price as follows:
Potential high price - present price
Present price - potential low price^
Use a one year forecast in projecting high and low prices.

Bonds

function as a practical alternative to stocks particularly when bond yields
reach a high level.
There is an inverse relation between bond yields and the amount of
money available for stock purchases,

A brief computation relates current

bond yields and the theoretical price of the DJIA.
Latest DJIA earnings
Theoretical DJIA

Low grade bond yield^

A market worksheet on which to keep track of data and perform compu

tations, a market summary and a checklist for Part 111 follow,

Market Technical Analysis

Technical analysis is a method of forecasting the market by studying
its price movements.

Thus, it is mainly a study of momentum in order to

determine proper timing of transactions.
to analyze trends and turning points.
have been used are the following:

Many indicators have been used

A list of selected indicators which

market graph analysis, Dow Theory status,

trading volume, advance-declines, highs-lows, confidence index, short inter
est ratio, specialist short selling, put-call ratio, odd-lot balance index,
odd-lot short sales, NYSE/ASE volume, low priced stock average, twenty most
active volume, new issues level, number stock splits, and the Bellweather
theory.

^See market worksheet on page 17 for computation.

^Ibid.
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TABLE 5
MARKET WORKSHEET

Average high DJIA yield (last 5 years)
Average high DJIA PE (last 5 years)
Average low DJIA PE (last 5 years)
Current low grade bond yield
Current DJIA PE
Current DJIA dividend
Current DJIA yield

Potential high DJIA:
Next year's earnings _

times average high PE

Potential low DJIA:
Expected low earnings

times average low PE

Present dividend ____

divided by average high

yield _______
Total
Average
Gain-loss ratio;
Potential high price - present price?
Present price - potential low price
Theoretical DJIA:
Latest earnings

divided by low grade bond

yield _______

George A. Nicholson, ed., Investment Club Manual. (Royal Oaks,
Michigan: National Association of Investment Clubs, 1971), p. 26.
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL MARKET ANALYSIS - PART III

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

DJIA PE

level

relative

Wall Street
Journal

Gain-loss ratio

computed

compute

computed

Theoretical DJIA

computed

compute

computed

TABLE 7

MARKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART III

Stock market
DJIA PE
Gain-loss ratio
Theoretical DJIA
TOTAL
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Analysis of a price graph is an acquired art.

Edwards and Magee®

or Jiler^ are good references for further study in this field.

Any of the

popular averages may be used, the DJIA is the most widely used but Standard
and Poor's 425 Industrials or the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) index
would be satisfactory.

The main thing to look for is the trend or deter

mination of which way the market is heading. A 200 day moving average^®
has proven useful in determining long term trend and a 10-day moving average
smooths out some of the gyrations for short term analysis.

Secondly, support

and resistance levels can be recognized by which some relation of potential
reward and risk may be formed.

Also look for the incipient development of

any of the many patterns such as head and shoulders, saucers or flags.
The Elliot wave principle is a theory of markets ascending in cycles
of five upward waves and descending in three waves.
major waves, it is interesting but difficult to use.

Due to subdivision of

12

Vertical charting has been assumed, but a point and figure chart
could be used instead of or in addition to the vertical chart.
The Dow Theory^^ is a widely used method of analysis.

It is inter

esting to note that it does not matter whether or not you believe in a

®john Magee and Robert D. Edwards, Technical Analysis of Stock Trends
(Springfield, Massachusetts: John Magee, 1966).
Q

York;

William J. Jiler, How Charts Can Help You in the Stock Market (New
Trendline, 1970).

^^Harvey A. Krow, Stock Market Behavior (New York;
1969), p. 51.

Random House,

^^Krow, Stock Market Behavior, Chapter 10.
^^Ibid.. pp. 45-47.
13
Perry P. Greiner and Hale C. Whitcomb, The Dow Theory and the Seventy
Year Forecast Record (Larchmont, New York; Investors Intelligence, Inc.,
1969), p. 35.
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particular analytical technique; if enough people use the technique, it is
to a large degree a self fulfilling prophecy.

As a matter of self defense,

it is wise to make use of any tool widely used by others.

Current status

of the Dow Theory can be read off the DJIA and Dow Jones Transportation
Averages.

It is usually reported in most investment media when a buy or

sell signal is given.

Trading volume is important in picking turning points.

Price and volume tend to vary in the same direction.

Abnormally high or

low volume for an extended period is likely to be followed by a reverse to
a more normal trading level.
proceeds a reversal.

High volume after an extended decline normally

Suspect a price rise on low volume as well as high

volume without a corresponding price advance.
The number of stocks advancing or declining in price shows how the
overall market is performing.

Two methods have been used for analysis.

The advance-decline ratio is the number of stocks advancing during a period
divided by the number of declining stocks.

The advance-decline line is a

cumulative differential of advances and declines.

Historically, the ratio

of ten day moving average of advances over ten day moving average of declines
has been accurate in predicting market peaks although it is not as reliable
in predicting lows.

Krow gives the following rule for use of the 10-day

ratio
Reduction of ,05 after exceeding 1.25 - - -Between .80 -1.20

- - - Sell

---------------- ------- -------- No signal

Increase of .05 after dip below . 7 5 - -- --- --------- Buy
"The advance decline line...is conçared with general price averages...
to determine whether the price variation was caused by many stocks moving in

l^Harvey A. Krow, Stock Market Behavior (New York:
1969), pp. 98-99.

Random House,
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that direction or a comparative few whose prices have changed sharply.
The high-low Index Is another reflection of market strength.

A

ten week moving average of new highs and new lows has provided useful
buying and selling points where the two lines c r o s s . A n o t h e r way to
evaluate the same factor without computing a moving average follows.

If

the number of new highs exceeded the number of new lows (or vice versa)
for three months, the first appearance of the reverse suggests an upcoming
change.
Barron's confidence Index Is a ratio of high grade bond yield to
lower grade bond yield.
to 90.

The usual range for this Indicator Is from 75

The high end of the range Is thought to be favorable for the stock

market since It Indicates that people are willing to accept higher risk In
lower grade bonds and presumably, stock equity.

Shelnman claims that a

ten day moving average which changes trend, signals a market break within
90 to 120 days.

18

Although the two bond groups are poorly chosen and the

Index has not worked well recently, the Idea Is sound and different bonds
could be chosen to make such an Index.
The short Interest ratio, which Is the ratio of total short Interest
to mean dally volume for that month, ranges from .70 to 2.40.
Is considered bullish while below 0.8 Is bearish.

^^Current Market Perspectives (New York:

Above 2.0

19

Trendline, 1972), p. 6.

^^Ibld.
^^Krow, Stock Market Behavior, p. 103.
18
william X. Schelnman, Why Most Investors are Mostly Wrong Most of
the Time (New York: Lancer Books, 1970), p. 80.
19
Krow, Stock Market Behavior, p. 130.
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The exchange members have an excellent opportunity to be aware of
market trends and insider (specialist) short sales as a percentage of total
shorts is indicative of these feelings.

Less than 70 percent is bullish

and 50 percent is an automatic buy signal.

More than 80 percent is bearish

and 83 percent is a sell signal.
A recent addition to the list of technical indicators is the putcall ratio.

Since these options are largely a tool of the professionals,

the ratio of total put volume divided by total call volume reflects the
degree of optimism or pessimism which is felt by them concerning the near
to intermediate term market outlook.
The ratio of odd-lots sold to odd-lots bought (odd-lot balance index)
is used in conjunction with the theory that "odd-lotters" try to buy cheap
and sell dear.

A ten day average varies between 1.25 and .50.

A change in

the market trend is indicated when the index exceeds 1.15 or dips below
.70.

20

There is usually heavy selling at market bottoms, the odd lotter

is correct most of the time but is wrong at turning points. Daily figures
are available for the ratio of odd-lot short sales to total odd-lot sales.
This odd-lot short sales ratio moves opposite to the market.

A ten day

moving average which registers 105 for five days signals the end of a bear
market.

21

The speculative level is very important because it is a deter

mining factor in choosing types of stocks for purchase.
are used to evaluate speculativity.
ranges from

Several measures

American Stock Exchange (ASE) volume

23 percent to 65 percent of NYSE volume.

When ASE volume rises

above 40 or 45 percent of NYSE volume on a sustained basis, the market is
usually approaching a speculative peak.

The lead time of this signal is

variable but it generally occurs within 10 to 15 percent of the top.
20
Ibid.. pp. 123-136.

21
Ibid., p. 133.

22

22

Ibid.. p. 114.
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Low priced stocks have greater percentage movements than the market
as a whole and tend to lead in both advances and declines.

This is due to

their wide appeal as a trading vehicle in round lots and such an index is
a good indicator of changing speculative sentiment.
can be used.

Any of several indexes

The best known are Standard and Poor’s (20) low priced common

stocks and Barron's (20) low priced stocks.

Comparing one of these indexes

to a broader, more conservative index such as the DJ1Â often reveals the
degree of speculative enthusiasm.

Analysis of the ratio of the volume of

the twenty most active stocks to total daily NYSE volume in relation to the
quality of the twenty stocks gives a good idea of speculative feeling.

As

speculative fever builds up, the ratio increases and the quality decreases.
The number of new issues and stock splits are both directly related
to speculative fever.

New issues are easier to sell in a roaring bull mar

ket and stocks which are bid up in price are likely to be split.
A brief explanation of the General Motors (Ql) Bellweather Theory
follows.

If the general market is in a downtrend and GM does not set a

new low for four months, the market will soon turn upward.

Likewise, if in

an overall uptrend General Motors does not set a new high for four months,
the market is about to turn down.

23

Stocks other than GM have been used

and a search would turn up more stocks which would fit the general formula
of the Bellweather Theory.

The basis for such a theory seems to be that

quality issues are usually the first to recover from a market decline and
lead the way up but are also the first to " b u m out" or turn down prior to
the general market peak.
A summary of technical market analysis follows.

The same type of

summary sheet and checklist will be used as for the fundamental analysis.
23
Robert Stovall, "Wall Street View," Forbes, April 1, 1972, pp. 64-65.
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TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL MARKET ANALYSIS

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Graph analysis

graph

subjective

Dow Theory

DJIA trend

see theory

General
reading

Trading volume

level

with price
trend

Wall Street
Journal &
Barron's

Advance-decline
ratio.

level

up is
good

Barron 'a

Advance-decline
line

level

high is
good

Barron's

High-low
index

moving
average

divergence

Barron's

Confidence
index

trend &
level

high and up
is good

Barron's

Short interest
ratio

ratio
level

high is
good

Barron's

Specialist
shorts

ratio
level

see rules

Barron's

Put-call ratio

level

low is good

Barron's

Odd lot balance
index

level

see rules

Barron's

Odd lot short
ratio

level

see rules

Barron's

ASE/NYSE volume

percent

low is good

Barron's

Low priced
average

level

low is good

Barron's

20 most active
volume

ratio level
and quality

subjective

Barron's

Source

N/A
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TABLE 8 CContlnued)

Market factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

New Issues

level

low Is good

Barron's

Stock splits

level

low Is good

Barron's

Bellweather
theory

price
level

see theory

Barron's

TABLE 9
MARKET (TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

Dow Jones Industrial Average

Graph Analysis
Trend
200 day moving average
10 day moving average
Support level
Resistance level
Elliot wave principle
Dow Theory status
Trading volume
Advance-decline ratio
Advance-decline line
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TABLE 9 (Continued)

Dow Jones Industrial Average

Hlgh-low Index
Confidence Index
Short Interest ratio
Professional attitude
Specialist short selling
Put-call ratio
Non-professlonal attitude
Odd lot balance Index
Odd lot short sales ratio
Speculativity
ASE/NYSE volume
Standard and Poor's
low priced Index.
Twenty most active
volume ratio. . .
Number of splits
General Motors - Bellweather
Theory . . . . . . . . . .
TOTAL
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CHAPTER III

THE SELECTION PROCESS - WHAT TO BUY

The overall climate for purposes of timing stock market decisions
was discussed in the previous chapter.

Next, it was necessary to invest

igate the process of selecting the stocks to purchase.

This was accomp

lished in two main parts, analysis of an entire industry and the specific
company stock.

Industry Analysis

It is advisable to view a stock in a total setting, particularly
with relation to other similar stocks.

Normally an industry includes

companies which are engaged in the same business and operating in more
or less the same manner.

Analysis will be conducted in the same way as

study of the market; that is, factors from both the fundamental and tech
nical schools will be used.

Fundamental

Fundamental analysis will consist of study of the following factors;
industry outlook, labor cost, price structure, industry structure, ease
of entry, industry production, capacity, safety, financial and glamour.
It is important to assess the growth prospects and general future
for the industry and its product.

There are yearly projections of

27
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industry output

24

as well as longer term forecasts.

25

Standard and Poor's

Industry Surveys is an excellent source of Information on the industry as
a whole as well as specific company comparisons.

There is very little

general information readily available concerning a specific.

Most indus

tries have trade publications, but unless a person specializes in one or
two industries, this would involve subscribing to numerous periodicals
which would be both expensive and time consuming.

It is useful to know

how large a percentage labor costs are compared to total production costs
because this gives an idea of how subject to inflation and obsolescence
the industry is.

If the goods compete on price alone, there is likely to

be a low profit margin and considerable difficulty in building a brand
image.
est.

The structure of the companies within the industry may be of inter
One company may completely dominate an industry or there may be rela

tively pure competition among many small companies.

If stock in a small

company among much larger ones in an industry is purchased it should be
done with full realization of the possible competitive weaknesses.
Cumulative production figures for industry output are generally
available for most industries.
economic data.

Analysis is the same as for the national

The offensive and defensive price performance of the indus

try is most easily evaluated by comparisons with past economic expansions
and contractions.

This will establish the cyclical nature and degree of

24
U.S., Department of Labor, Patterns of U.S. Economic Growth
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970), Bulletin 1672.
25
U.S., Department of Commerce, United States Industrial Outlook
1972 (Washington, D.C.; Government Printing Office, 1972).
26

Standard and Poor's Industrial Surveys. (New York:
Poor's Corporation, various datés).

Standard and
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reaction to market changes.

It Is essential that this factor be related

to the current stage of the business cycle.
the buy or sell decision.

Such timing is critical to

Financial analysis is accomplished by a com

parison between industry averages for current ratio, profit margin, return
on investment or equity, payout ratio, debt equity ratio and the comparable
data for the overall market.

This will point out possible weaknesses,

strengths, or discrepancies which require further investigation.

A sub

jective appraisal of the industry glamour is helpful, particularly in
evaluating price earnings ratios.

Generally, a high level of esteem results

in a boost in PE.
Forbes Annual Report on American Industry gives a breakdown of the
various industries and ranks them in profitability and growth rates.

This

is a useful comparison since it gives some feel for an industry in its
total setting.

A summary of industry fundamental analysis and a checklist

follows.

TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS

Factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Product
outlook

N/A

subjective

Standard
and Poor’s

Labor cost

percent

low equals
good

Standard
and Poor's

Price
structure

differen
tiation

subjective

Standard
and Poor’s

subjective

Standard
and Poor’s

Competition

relative
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

Factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Ease of
entry

cost

subjective

Standard
and Poor's

Production

index

up equals
good

S tandard
and Poor’s

Capacity

percent

high equals
good

Standard
and Poor's

Cyclical
stage

graph

up equals
good

General
reading

Defensive
qualities

graph

volatility

Standard
and Poor's

Financial

analysis

comparison

Standard
and Poor's

Glamour

N/A

subjective

General
reading

Forbes
ranking

numerical

high equals
good

Forbes
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TABLE 11
INDUSTRY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

Product outlook
Labor cost
Price structure
Competition
Ease of entry
Production
Cyclical stage
Defensive qualities
Capacity
Financial
Current ratio
Profit margin
Return on equity
Payout
Debt/equity
Glamour
Forbes ranking
Profitability
Growth
TOTAL
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Technical

The following factors may be appraised by technical analysis;
group analysis, relative strength and mutual fund activity.
Several publications carry opinions on which Industries are In or
out of favor.

This can be a worthwhile comparison to consider since

momentum can carry on for an extended period of time.

The relative

strength Is a price movement comparison between the particular Industry
under scrutiny and the general market.

A sophisticated mathematical

treatment Is desirable but would consume an undue amount of time and
effort.

A subjective anlaysls of price graphs on comparable scales for

the Industry and market averages will meet the desired objectives. -The
most Important Item to note Is the trend relation.

Data which reflect

the actions of the mutual funds are useful for Industry as well as over
all market evaluation.

Major changes In the funds buying or selling

habits for a specific Industry are a valuable clue suggesting the need
for further Investigation to find out why the action Is being taken.
summary of Industry technical analysis and check list follow:

TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Group
analysis

by ranking

top equals
good

Barron's

Relative
strength

graph
comparison

up faster
equals good

Standard
and Poor's

Fund
activity

subjective

buying equals
good

Barron's
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TABLE 13
INDUSTRY TECHNICAL CHECKLIST

Group analysis
Relative strength
Fund activity
TOTAL

Company Analysis

Logically, the most Important analysis of a stock centers around
study of the company issuing the stock.

This Is also what most of the

available data concerns. Analysis has been conducted as before with sub
divisions into fundamental and technical factors.

Fundamental
Fundamental analysis consisted of a study of the following factors:
sales/earnings per share growth, price earnings ratio, gain-loss ratio,
risk, quality, dividends, stock, annual report analysis, product outlook,
diversification, defensive characteristics, management change, theoretical
price, life cycle stage, special conditions and outside opinion.
Study of sales and earnings per share (EPS) growth was largely
adopted from the method developed by the National Association of Investment
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Clubs (NAIC). Briefly, sales and EPS for the past ten years are plotted
on setnilogarithmic paper.

A trendline of sales is sketched in and extended

for two years into the future.

There is no need to attempt a high degree

of precision on this graph since neither the trendline nor the projected
figures will be very accurate.

However, this method is a very simple way

to estimate future earnings and it compares favorably with other methods.
Several methods for estimating trends are given by NAIC based on these
points.

27

In the long run, EPS cannot increase at a faster rate than sales

so unless there is an obvious EPS trend from other data, it may be drawn
parallel to the sales trend and extended two years into the future.

If the

trends diverge or converge, further analysis should be undertaken to find
out why.

It is probably worthwhile to set a minimum acceptable level of

average sales or earnings gain since a relatively high growth rate can
make up for at least some error in judgement.
The earnings period used in computing the price earnings (PE) ratio
does not matter too much except that it should be a comparable period when
making PE comparisons.

Usually, the latest reported yearly earnings or

latest twelve months earnings are used but the PE based on next year's
estimated earnings could be used for comparison with past PE's in estimat
ing risk or gain.

Rosenberg has a useful guide to judge PE's relative to

growth rates and glamour.

28

The present PE should be compared to the aver

age high and average low PE for the last five years.

The PE should also be

compared to the industry average to detect any abnormal situation.

27
George A. Nicholson, ed., Investment Club Manual (Royal Oaks,
Michigan: National Association of Investment Clubs, 1971), pp. 21-22.
28
Claude N. Rosenberg, Stock Market Primer (New York;
Library, 1970), pp. 178-179,

Paperback
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A PE which has undergone a change can be easily seen If stock
price Is added to the sales and EPS graph previously mentioned.

Any

divergence In the trend of EPS and stock price Is the result of a change
of PE In the same direction as the diverging price.
tinue Indefinitely.

This could not con

Cohen and Zlnbarg give a method for computing a

correct PE for a stock.

29

Use the average DJIA PE of 17 * 2 points for

market level or just use the present DJIA PE and add the following:
1.

* 1 point for each 1% EPS growth above/below DJIA average of 5%.

2.

* 3/4 point for each 10% payout above/below DJIA average of 55%.

3.

* 1-2 points If sales stability Is above/below DJIA average of
5% deviation.

4.

+ 1 point for each 400 Institutional owners.

5.

* 1-2 points If financial leverage Is much higher/lower than
DJIA average of 20% debt equity ratio.

The galn-loss ratio Is a simple calculation which relates the pot
ential gain and potential loss to present price.
at the end of this section for details.

See the company worksheet

A minimum goal for both the ratio

of expected high price to present price and the galn-loss ratio should be
established.
Risk Is composed of several factors:

financial (business) market,

purchasing power. Interest rate, political-social and tax.
The first risk that the company might fall, will be learned from
analysis of the annual report.

Also see analysis of product outlook.

Market risk, that the market as a whole may move up or down, will be
analyzed below.

29
Jerome B. Cohen and Edward D. Zlnbarg, Investment Analysis and
Portfolio Management (Homewood, Illinois: Rlc^rd D, Irwin, Inc., 1970),
pp. 246—247.
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Purchasing power risk will largely be Ignored since equity prices
Increase In line with Inflation.

Interest rate risk Is not as Important

to equity securities as It Is to debt securities.

Beyond considering

Interest rates as a factor In the overall market, they will be disregarded.
Political and social risks may be crucially Important to a company.

Risk

of expropriation by a foreign host government or the possibility of forced
closing of a factory because of antl-pollutlon demands from society are
possibilities which should be carefully considered.

Due to the possible

wide variation In such risk, the checklist must be used In a generalized
and subjective manner.

Knowledge of possible risk could be Intuitive or

come from general reading.

Tax risk results from the possibility of changes

In tax laws having a major effect on the company or Industry.

Changes In

such laws as the Investment tax credit or depletion allowance may be of
significant Impact to a company or Industry and should be considered.
At least some consideration should be given to the quality rating
of the company.

Rather than perform ones own evaluation, use a published

rating from a reliable source such as Moody's, Standard and Poor's or Value
Line.
Several factors relating to dividends are noteworthy.

Safety of

the dividend Is largely accounted for by the company quality mentioned
previously.
of safety.
analysis.

The length of unbroken dividend payments Is a useful Indicator
The trend and level of payment Is discussed under annual report
Present yield (dividend f stock price) should be compared to

past levels to estimate possible limits on stock price change.

For a rela

tively high quality stock, the theoretical dividend may be confuted as
follows :
Theoretical present dividend ■ stock price x DJIA yield.
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Differences between the computed and actual stock price should be
carefully analyzed.

Unusually high yield that may indicate weakness is

an indication of the need for further study to determine the reason.

A

probable "floor" price may be computed as follows:

HigHlst'^r -

Prlce^O

The actual importance of the dividend for living expenses will vary
with individuals, particularly with age variation.

This will have to be

Judged subjectively.
The total return expected from a stock is the sum of the yield
based on what was paid for the stock plus the average yearly growth in
stock price.

Over a long period of time, a stock should appreciate in

price at least by the percentage growth in earnings.
Compare the PE of the company under study to other companies in
the same industry.
good reason.

There should not be substantial differences without

The PE should also compare favorably with the average PE for

the stock in the previous five years.
Three figures should be considered in evaluating the amount of
stock; the number of shares outstanding, the number of shares actually
freely traded (float), and the percentage of shares owned by management.
The float is a better figure to use in estimating liquidity than total
shares outstanding; closely held shares may never be available for trade.
The higher the percentage of shares owned by management, the more stake they
have in the company’s performance.

30
George A. Nicholson, ed.. Investment Club Manual (Royal Oaks,
Michigan; National Association of Investment Clubs, 1971), p. 26.
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Possible dilution should be considered.

While a rights offering

or stock split will not affect the Investor's holding, outstanding convert
ible debt, convertible preferred stock, or warrants could have an adverse
effect because of earnings dilution.

Most companies give EPS figures as

"fully diluted" which assume conversion of such options as those mentioned.
If EPS are not reported in this manner, they should be adjusted by dividing
net income by the number of outstanding common shares plus the number of
shares required for all the mentioned conversions.

One way to avoid dilu

tion problems is to use net income rather than EPS in all possible computa
tions.
A wealth of information is available from the annual report in
addition to the general familiarization with the company and its products.
The current ratio which is current assets divided by current liabilities
is a measure of financial liquidity.

So is the relationship of current

debt due in one year to net working capital (current assets minus current
liabilities) or to total earnings.
Book value has been de-emphasized in this study because historical
costs are generally irrelevant ; large fixed assets and high book value
compared to stock price do not preclude bankruptcy.

Undervalued assets,

however, are important if they will eventually become translated into
increased profits.

The pre-tax profit margin trend is important since

profitability is the largest determining factor in earnings.

Return on

investment (ROI) or return on equity (ROE) which are net income divided
respectively by total invested capital or stockholders equity should be
analyzed for stability and trend.
studied.

The trend of tax rates should also be

A rough approximation of the degree of diversification can be

made from annual report.

Finally, the trend of payout (percent of net
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Income paid out in dividende) should be inspected.

Change in any of the

above trends cannot continue indefinitely and continuation of a trend
should not be assumed for any length of time.
Leasing has the same effect on a company as debt by increasing
earnings leverage but the risk does not appear in the balance sheet (as it
does for debt). Leasing usually is accounted for and explained in a foot
note.
uated.

This is an important risk factor which should be uncovered and eval
The debt-equity ratio is a measure of financial leverage.

It should

be emphasized that leverage works both ways, down as well as up, so it is
a risk factor.

The average cost of debt should be compared to ROI to see

if the leverage is profitable.
Some attempt should be made to evaluate the future prospects for
the company's products.
or conglomerate.

This may be difficult for a multi-product firm

A careful subjective opinion is better than no considera

tion, but an industry or company analysis from a research firm would be
desirable.
A company with a diversified output is more likely to withstand an
economic downtrend than a one product company.

Thus, diversification may

provide a measure of safety.
One problem is to estimate how the company would do in a recession.
The evaluation could be subjective; (people always have to eat, therefore
food stores are a good defensive industry).

However, a more accurate judge

ment may be formed by comparing the stock price graph to the market average
during past recessions.

Of course, defensive characteristics must be con

sidered in relation to present economic conditions.

If the economy is just

coming out of a slump and the market is heading up, defensive stocks should
usually be avoided.
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Another part of this analysis is the evaluation of how well the
company can cope with inflation.
following characteristics:

An inflation resistant company has the

heavily debt financed, larged fixed assets,

labor not a high percent of total costs, and flexible prices.
Available information should be carefully evaluated in an attempt
to determine whether or not the management responsible for successful
operation in the past is still present and will be in the future.

All too

often a very few people are primarily responsible for a company's growth
and profitability.
In theory a stock is worth the present value of all future divi
dends.

The formula to compute this value is not presented here, since

from a practical standpoint, it is nearly impossible to use.

31

Another

formula for calculating theoretical value follows:
Price = dividend
k-g
Where k

required total rate of return (yield plus
capital gain)

g

growth rate of dividend

b

100 minus payout rate

r
If

dividend
k-br

ROE (return on equity)

an individual is

willing to establish k and

evaluate stocks in

this manner, it is an efficient measure of value.
Consider the maturity of the company.
rapidly

in the early stages

then falls

Typically, a company grows

of its life cycle, matures

at

a plateau,and

into a decline. This may be an important long run factor in

the growth outlook for the company.

For practical purposes, this factor

may be satisfactorily estimated on a subjective basis.
31
Fred J. Weston and Eugene F. Righam, Managerial Finance (Jîew York;
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 146.
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Various special conditions should be evaluated for their possible
impact on the future of the company and its stocks.

Such factors as patent

and copyright protection, self-sufficiency in raw materials, and potential
income loss due to a strike may be quite important at a given time.

Gen

erally, special situation analysis is considerably more difficult and
sophisticated than that for a company in stable uptrend.
Various sources publish articles or comments on companies and
their management.

These outside opinions can be a worthwhile source of

information as long as they are not relied on implicitly and totally.
This factor should be one of many used and not necessarily the determining
factor.

Of particular interest here is Forbes "Annual Review of American

Industry" which gives seven hundred companies' ratings on profit, growth
and performance.

32

This is quite interesting in that it shows how a com

pany ranks numerically against all the others.

The review also gives

industry breakdowns which rank companies within an industry.

The company

stock worksheet follows, as does the checklist,

TABLE 14
COMPANY STOCK WORKSHEET
1.

Plot sales, earnings per share, and price for the last 10 years
on semi-log graph paper.

2.

Sketch in sales and earnings per share for 2 years ahead.

3.
Year 1

High PE

Low PE

Dividend

Yield

______

______

_______

____

2

32

"Twenty-fourth Annual Report on American Industry," Forbes,
January 1, 1972.
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TABLE 14
High PE

Low PE

(Continued)

Dividend

Yield

Year 3
4
5
Sum
Average
4.

Potential high price:
times average High PE

Projected 2 years EPS
5.

Potential low price:
times average Low PE

Expected low EPS ____
Latest severe market low

Present dividend_______divided by high yield
Sum
Average
6.

PE
Present price

divided by latest EPS
Industry average:

7.

Yield
Present dividend

divided by present price •
Industry average:

8.

Gain-loss ratio
Potential high price

minus present price

Present price_______ minus potential low price
9.
10.

Sales/EPS trend growth rate_________ Z.
Theoretical price
EPS _______ divided by low grade bond yield
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TABLE 14
11.

(Continued)

Adjusted DJIA PE
a.

Present DJIA PE

b. * 1 point each 1% EPS growth above/below DJIA (5%)
c. * 3/4 point each 10% payout above/below DJIA (55%)
d. * 1-2 point if sales stability above/below DJIA
(5% deviation)
e. * point each 400 institutional owners
f. * 1-2 points if financial leverage much above/
below DJIA (20% LTD plus PFD,/total capital
12.

Annual report analysis
a.

Total

Current ratio
Current assets divided by current liabilities
Industry average

b.

Debt equity
Long term debt plus preferred stock divided by total
capital_____________

c.

Industryaverage______

Net working capital
Current assets minus current liabilities

d. Earnings per share factor change last 10 years.

Year

1

ROI

PM

D/E

Shares

Payout

Average Tax

___

__

___

_____

_____

___________

2

_________

3 ___ ___

4

___

5

___

___

______

______

____________

■
____

_____

_____

___________
,

6
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TABLE 14

Year

ROI

PM

7 ___

__

D/E
___

Shares
______

(Continued)
Payout

Average Tax

______

___________

8
9

_________
___

__

___

______

______

10

___________

Sum

________

Average
13.

___________

_______________

_____

Industry average:

___________

______________________________

ROI_________ ________
PM__________ ________
D/E_________ ________
Payout______ ________
Average tax

14.

Theoretical price:

________

Dividend divided by (K-br) “

TABLE 15
COMPANY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

Sales/EPS
Rate
Divergence
Price Earnings Ratio
Rosenberg guide
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TABLE 15

(Continued)

Relative to 5 year average
Relative to Industry
Graph divergence
Adjusted DJIA PE
Galn-Loss Ratio
Minimum level
Minimum price gain
Risk
Financial
Market
Purchasing power
Interest rate
Political/social
Tax
Quality
Dividends
Current yield
Length of dividend payment
Theoretical yield . . . .
Total stock return
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TABLE 15

(Continued)

"g
<1

Stock
Number of shares
Float
Percent management owned
Potential dilution
Annual Report
Current ratio
Debt/equity ratio
Profit margin
Return on equity
Current debt/net working capital
Average cost of debt
Payout ratio
Product Outlook
Diversification
Defensive Characteristics
Past history
Heavy debt
Large fixed assets
Flexible prices
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TABLE 15

CConClnued)

Management change
Theoretical price
Life cycle stage
Special conditions
Outside opinion
Forbes ranking
Profit
Growth
Performance
TOTAL

Technical
The following selected factors will be discussed as to their use
in analyzing a company from a technical point of view;

graph analysis,

insider activity, institution support, short interest, glamour, split
candidate, merger candidate, and net dollar flow.
Any source will suffice for a graph, either a published graph such
as Trendline or a self made one.

The important things to look for are

trends, support and resistance levels and special patterns such as head
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and shoulders.

Krow gives a good summary of this type of analysis.

Weekly price data will give adequate information and is easier to plot
if a graph is constructed from raw data.

There is no magic time frame,

a year for longer term analysis is adequate.

A ten day moving average

has proved useful for trading purposes.
Volatility is also known as the Beta coefficient and is the amount
of price variation compared to market average.

Technically, it is the

deviation from the mean but this is a cumbersome figure with which to
work.

Value Line computes a beta factor for stocks which they analyze.
An approximation can be made from the "Standard and Poor's Stock

Reports" for that company by judging the degree of variation in price
relative to the industry average and market average which are plotted on
comparable scales.

Past volatility is a useful indicator of future be

havior since there is a tendency for volatility to persist.
is influenced by the amount of stock float.
tion between risk and volatility.

Volatility

There is an apparent correla

In some instances, the volatility ap

proximation alone can be used as a measure of risk.

The degree of accept

able risk introduced by volatility depends on the stage of the market.
Relative strength is important in choosing a stock because it
forces a comparison with close substitutes.
which companies are "best" in their field.

Compare price trends to see
The Elliot wave principle may

be used here as in market analysis for help in the graphic analysis.
The number of insiders in company management buying and selling
can be used as a good indicator of what they think the companies ' near

03

Harvey A. Krow, Stock Market Behavior (Hew York;
1969), Chapter 10.

Random House,
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term prospects are.

Morgello suggests using a six month total to pick

the biggest net buyers and selling six months later.

34

It Is frequently

Important to note a switch from Insider net buying to net selling or vice
versa.

Insiders may know of good reasons to change their minds.
Institutional support, the number of banks, mutual funds, etc.,

holding positions In the stock. Is another factor which affects the stocks
PE.

A large Institutional following enhances the PE and frequently gener

ates a high degree of public Interest.

Generally, over fifty Institutional

holders Indicates a good following.
The short Interest level should be scrutinized.

Usually a high

short Interest level Is considered bullish because that amount of stock
must be purchased at some later date.

The short Interest level Is related

to average dally trading volume for analysis.

It could be that the short

Interest Is high because the price Is out of line or because of a presently
unknown negative factor.

Such conditions should be given proper weight In

the overall analysis.
The glamour of the company Is best judged on a subjective basis
but It should be evaluated relative to other companies.
has Its main Impact on the stock price earnings ratio,

35

Relative glamour
A good Image does

enhance the stock In relation to comparable quality companies In the same
line of business.
A stock split candidate Is usually a stock which has a good recent
record and strong upward momentum.

The price of a stock usually rises

after a split because the price Is at an attractive level for more people.

^^Newsweek. February 28, 1972,
35
Price earnings ratio discussed In Claude N. Rosenberg's book,
Stock Market Primer.
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The stock of a merger candidate may become more valuable just because some
one else thinks the company is worth acquiring (or that the company is
acquiring asset). The actual rise in price has probably already occurred
by the time a small investor hears about it but it may still be beneficial
from a longer term view.

The other side of this coin is that the merger

may not be favorable and would be against the interests of the company
owners.

Remember that a proposed merger may be cancelled with a subsequent

rise or fall in stock price.
Net dollar flow is the difference in value between shares bought
and shares sold.

A twenty week moving average of net dollar flow has been

used to determine a trend which establishes a buy or sell signal; trade
with the trend.

It is a fairly cumbersome indicator to tally.

A summary

of Company Technical Analysis and a checklist follow.

TABLE 16
SUMMARY OF COMPANY TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Graph
analysis

graph

subj active

Standard
and Poor's

Insider
activity

trading

buy equals
good

Barron's

Institution
support

number of
companies

high equals
good

Barron's

Short
interest

level

high equals
good

Barron's

Glamour

relative
comparison

subjective

General
reading
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TABLE 16

(Continued)

Factor

How
Measured

How
Evaluated

Source

Split
candidate

N/A

subjectlve

General
reading

Merger
candidate

N/A

subjective

General
reading

Net dollar
flow

trend

up equals
good

computed

TABLE 17
COMPANY (TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

Group analysis
Trend . . . . . . . .
Volatility..........
Relative strength . .
Support . . . . . . .
Resistance. . . . . .
Elliot wave principle
Insider trading ........ .
Institutional support . . .
Short interest. . ........
Glamour ..................
Split candidate . . . . . .
Merger candidate..........
Net dollar flow . . . . . .
TOTAL
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CHAPTER IV

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

There is not much disagreement about the fact that diversification
reduces risk so the analysis becomes that of how much and where.

A prac

tical limit on diversification is the number of stocks which may be ade
quately studied and followed.

This depends on the amount of time available

but should probably not be more than ten stocks.
Balance is as important as diversification since if a portfolio of
stocks all respond to the same changes, the portfolio could just as well
consist of one stock.

To achieve effective diversification, the stocks

should be chosen to represent different industries and areas of the business
environment and should offset rather than compliment each other.
Diversification should be measured in dollars and not the number
of shares.

Since the main point in diversifying is risk reduction, a

portfolio should attempt to balance aggressive and defensive companies.
This should be done in spite of the fact that purchase of an aggressive
or defensive stock should depend on the state of the market because the
possibility of rapid market changes is ever-present.
Leverage in this paper will refer only to financial leverage.

All

forms of options require modified analysis and will not be considered here.
The margin rate is established by the Federal Reserve Board and
brokerage firms require a minimum size account to trade on margin.

When

market conditions are favorable, additional stock may be purchased on
52
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margin in order to increase potential gain since only the amount borrowed
must be repaid.

Any additional profit goes to the owner.

The important factor in using leverage is risk.

Remember that

leverage works on the downside as well as upside and any losses are mag
nified.

Considerable experience should be gained as well as a fairly

sure sense of the market before leverage is utilized.
Overall portfolio quality should be analyzed even if only on a
subjective basis.

Each stock in the portfolio should be critically eval

uated and the sum or average safety compared to needs and market conditions.
Some attention needs to be paid to taxes.
tance will vary with income bracket.

Naturally, the impor

As a minimum, the investor may want

to obtain the level of portfolio income which may be excluded from declared
income.

The distinction between capital gain and short term gain is not

important at lower tax brackets and is outweighed by buy or sell factors
concerned with the market or the individual stock.

The investor should

consider taking any paper losses in a year in which a net gain is shown.
It is unwise to retain a stock which is performing poorly in the hope of
regaining the original price and at the same time paying taxes on a profit
able transaction.
An assessment should be made of the overall volatility in the port
folio. This should be evaluated in light of market conditions and possible
risk.
It is more important to evaluate the defensive aspects of stocks
on this level than on an individual stock basis.

The defensive qualities

of the portfolio should be judged and conq>ared with current market condi
tions .
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In times of international monetary stress, some attention may be
justified In seeking devaluation protection.

Americans may not own gold

bullion but stocks of gold mining companies which would profit from the
Increased price of gold resulting from a devaluation may be purchased.
A portion of a portfolio may be set aside for this type of Investment If
desired.

A Portfolio Management Worksheet and checklist follow.

TABLE 18
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT WORKSHEET

Stock
Value

Dividend

Gain
Loss

Quality

Volatility
HI Ave Low

Business

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Total

Leverage:

Total value
Total value less amount borrowed
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TABLE 19
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST

-o
<1

Effective diversification
Balance
Leverage
Overall safety
Total dividend
Overall volatility
Overall defensive qualities
Devaluation protection
TOTAL
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CHAPTER V

THE DECISION TO BUY OR SELL

The checklists developed in the preceding chapters will be used
as an aid in the final decisions of whether to buy or sell.

Selling will

be treated as a negative buy decision, that is, if a stock would not be
purchased at its present price and is already owned, it should be sold.
Buying will be advocated when the total figures from the checklists
are all concurrently favorable.

Add the totals from the fundamental and

technical subdivisions from each of the three areas of consideration; mar
ket, industry, and company.

In addition, the stock must fit into the port

folio in a favorable fashion.
Selling is the most difficult part in the attempt to make money
in the stock market.

The reason for this problem probably lies in the

fact that investors tend to become emotionally attached to a company.

In

order to deal with this problem, a sense of objectivity must be obtained;
the most practical approach in achieving this seems to be a set of rules.
The following rules appear fairly broad, but if rigidly adhered
to, provide sufficient reason to objectively sell a stock.
If there is a deterioration in the overall market on either a
technical or fundamental basis, begin gradual liquidation of the long
positions in the portfolio.

If there is a deterioration in the industry

on either a fundamental or technical basis, begin liquidation of long
56
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positions on stocks within that Industry.

If there is a deterioration

in a stock on either a fundamental or technical basis, sell out the posi
tion.

It is worthwhile noting that this would include selling a good

stock which was purchased at a favorable price but has risen beyond reason
able near term expectations (see gain-loss ratio),
Once a year Cor more frequently with a larger portfolio), sell one
stock in the portfolio without regard for other qualities.

Just make a

firm rule to sell the least attractive issue for no other reason
rule.

than this

Set a date each year and stick to it.
When there is a serious doubt about what to do, lean toward selling.

It is far better to sell at a profit and miss out on additional profit than
to watch a paper gain melt away or a loss develop.

There are always other

stocks available which are good values or a stock may be repurchased at a
later date.
The price paid for a stock should not greatly influence the sell
decision except for tax considerations.

Maintain cash in a down market

or if no suitable stocks are available, shorting is a possibility but re
quires different analysis and will not be discussed here.

A Buying Check

list and a Selling Checklist follow.
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TABLE 20
PART I - BUYING CHECKLIST

Market

Industry
Company
Portfolio
TOTAL

Rule;

Buy when all four factors are favorable.
PART II - SELLING CHECKLIST

See above checklist.
Rules :
1.

Sell when the market or industry is unfavorable.

2.

Sell when an individual stock becomes fully priced (see
gain-loss ratio).

3.

Sell one stock on a specific date each year.

4.

Sell if you suspect you should when in doubt.

5.

Sell to adjust portfolio.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

Investment Approaches

The on going argument as to whether the fundamental or the tech
nical approach is better, is easily resolved for the pragmatic individual.
Since each technique provides some useful methods, the approach of synthes
izing the best tools from each has been adopted in this study.

While either

approach can be used by itself, wisdom would seem to lean toward utilizing
useful tools from the two approaches rather than ignore the information.
The discussion surrounding short term versus long term usually is
based on two or three facts.

The first is the tax distinction which was

discussed under portfolio management.

The second concerns risk.

A short

term attitude is advocated as assuming less risk due to the immediate sell
out if adversity arises.

A long term attitude might tend to ride out a

downtrend with disastrous results.
missions and potential gain.

The third fact relates brokerage com

A series of small short term gains is a very

large annualized gain but commissions may eat up all of the profit.
attempt has been made to take the best of each in this study.

An

A basic

orientation toward short term or long term investing should be avoided;
the market will itself largely make this decision.

The fact that this

discussion has continued for years implies neither has a conclusive answer.

59
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Whether to try for income or capital gains must be resolved on
a personal basis and would depend on income needs, tax bracket, and long
term aims.
That there is no outstanding formula plan is reinforced by the
fact that there would be more wealthy people or at least more people
using such an investment technique.

The fault with most formula plans is

that they must be simple to attain a widespread following but in attain
ing simplicity, are forced to adopt broad rules which miss significant
portions of market moves or ignore worthwhile information.

For instance,

the Dow Theory predicted about 70 percent of the movement in bull markets
and 60 percent of bear market movements on average from 1938 - 1967.

Description of Tools

A moving average is a mathematical technique for data smoothing.
It is computed by adding the desired number of days prices (such as 10,
35, or 200) and dividing by the number of days used.

The next day, add

that days price to the previous total, subtracting the first days price,
and again dividing by the number of days, and so on.
is plotted in line with the last day used.

The average number

A 200 day moving average of

the DJIA has proven fairly successful in predicting market moves.

37

There

are numerous false signals in a static market.
A bar chart is the familiar one which includes the daily or weekly
high price, low price, closing price, and at the bottom of the graph, volume.

Perry P. Greiner and Hale C. Whitcomb, The Dow Theonry and the
Seventy-Year Forecast Record (Larchmont, New York; Investors Intelligence,
Inc., 1969), p. 35.
37

Jersey:

William Gordon, The Stock Market Indicators (Palisades Park, New
Investor's Press, Inc., 1968), p. 31.
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Use of semi-logrlthmlc paper allows comparisons on a percentage basis.
The main use of the chart Is for trend and pattern analysis.

Trendlines

connect low points In a rising trend and high points In a falling trend;
at least three points must be connected to be valid.
tinue and reversal always breaks the trendline.

Trends tend to con

Resistance and support

levels help to establish the degree of risk Involved at a given price
level.38
Point and figure charts are like a shorthand approach to charting.
The technique Is not complicated but required some understanding to use.
Staby explains the technique and gives a detailed analysis of how to use
It as a complete Investment technique.39

Charting has been regarded In

this paper as one more tool and not a complete end In Itself.

Remember

that point and figure charting 1@ pot a time series graph.
Cash flow Is of use when oomparlug companies which use different
depreciation rates.

Cash flow is net profit plus non-cash expenses.

The

major non-cash expenses are depreciation and depletion allowances. The
cash flow per share Is obtained by dividing by the number of shares of
stock.

Some statistical services use this rather than earnings per share;

It does not matter which Is used since the trend is the important thing but
companies must use equivalent data in comparisons.
The price earnings ratio (PE) is the current stock price divided
by the latest year's earnings per share.

There is little discussion over

what price to use, the latest available price is recommended.
38
A. Vere Shaw, Ten Rules for Investors (New York;
Company, Inc., 1967), Chapters 10-11.

However,

Dow Jones and

39
Ernest J. Staby, Stock Market Trading; Point and Figure Invest
ing Made Easy (New York; Cornerstone Library, 1970).
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various earnings figures are used.
used.

It does not matter which earnings are

Generally, the earnings are for the latest reported year, latest

twelve months, or an estimated figure for the next year.

When comparing

different stocks for PE, the earnings for the same period should be used.
Price and earnings data normalized for more than one year has greater
reliability.
A diffusion index is a tally of a number of indicators which shows
the percent of indicators which are favorable and unfavorable.

It is a

good summary device and was used as such in this study.
The theory of momentum states that once a trend is established,
it has a tendency to continue.

Resistance and support levels do affect

this tendency even though the trend may over-ride.
Variable weighting is a technique to allow personal factors to be
introduced into the analysis.

Different people have varying feelings

about the many factors discussed in this study and their needs also vary.
The technique is simple; the factors to be used in a decision are multiplied
by an individually chosen weighting number. The sum of the resulting num
bers determine the overall choice or rating.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

Constant and variable ratio plans haven't been successful enough
to deserve much merit, particularly since stock and bond prices do not
always move opposite to one another.

Dollar averaging is a sound mathema

tical approach but it is believed that this study developed a more success
ful method.

None of the aforementioned assist in any way in the selection

of an individual stock, which limits their overall success in reducing risk.
The use of a moving average to determine buy and sell points has its merits
but this is more a tool than a complete investing technique.
The trader philosophy and outright speculation have been discouraged
because they require a high level of sophistication and demand more time
"watching the tape" than can be afforded.

Adoption of a deliberate short

term or long term approach is a handicap.

An open minded attitude allows

the market to solve this problem.
The use of both fundamental and technical analysis has been strongly
recommended since both offer useful tools.

Analysis of the overall market

and the industry are necessary in addition to analysis of the individual
stock because changes in any of these three major categories have an effect
on the stock price.

Brealey gave the following breakdown of the influences

on stock price movement.

40
Richard A. Brealey, An Introduction to Risk and Return from Common
Stocks (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1969), p. 59.
63
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TABLE 21

INFLUENCES ON STOCK PRICE MOVEMENT

Factor
1.

2.

3.

4.

Percent of variation
attributed to factor

A market influence that
affects all stocks,

31

An industry influence
that affects all stocks
within one industry.

12

A variety of other
influences confined to
limited groups of stocks
other than the industry
subgroups.

37

An influence that is
individual to one stock.

20

There are many psychological traps in the stock market, such as
fads, bandwagon reasoning, and the greater fool theory.

All they do is

cloud judgement and increase the chances of a costly mistake.
and uncertainty are an inherent part of the stock market
It is important to deal with these

Greed, fear,

and must be accepted.

psychological factors as

objectivelyas

possible in order to limit the emotional impact on rational decision making.
The stock market has an almost unlimited number of influencing
factors.

In order to successfully

filter and make sense of

tense, an

organized approach is required.
Variable weighting is necessary to take into account the individual
make-up and biases of the reader.

Also, some of the factors used in the

analysis are inherently more important than others.

In some stages of the

market, some factors wax and wane and this may be accounted for by variable
weighting.
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Theories (mostly academically oriented) relate to the stock market
abound.

These are useful In comprehending how the market operates or In

isolating factors which affect stock prices.

This study was concerned

with practical application on a relatively simple level and many theories
were neglected because of their difficulty In application for the practic
ing Investor.
In summary, there are serious deficiencies In simple approaches
to the stock market and that a combined technique employing some of the
above as tools should provide a more successful method.

While none of the

Indicators or analytical techniques Is perfect, combining several Indicators
which are accurate part of the time Into an organized format should lead
to a better way to analyze the reward-rlsk relationship and thereby Increase
the probability of making a profit In the stock market.
The checklist approach advocated In this paper, organizes and re
lates various Inputs, while retaining the advantage of using multiple
sources of Information.

It also forces a degree of objectivity In con

sidering all sides of the decision problem.
Incorporated Into the checklists.

Most useful theories are

The entire problem of the time horizon

In stock transacting Is avoided by letting the market make the decision.
Individual variation Is allowed both In the weighting of factors
and by reason that some factors may be omitted or bypassed entirely with
out affecting the basic planned approach.
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APPENDIX

The various checklists and worksheets are shown in combined form
and filled out for the period July, 1972.

The Petroleum Industry and

Texaco, Inc., were used as examples.
MARKET WORKSHEET
Average high DJIA yield (last 5years)

4.0

Average high DJIA PE (last 5years)

18.5

Average low DJIA PE (last 5 years)__________________________ 14____
Current low grade bond yield

8.5

Current DJIA PE

16.2

Current DJIA dividend

B

Current DJIA yield

3.2

Potential high DJIA;
Next year's earnings

72

times average high PE

18

=

1296

Expected low earnings $54 times average low PE
Present dividend B divided by average high
yield_______

14

■

756

Potential low DJIA;

■

Total

______
_________

Average_______ 756_____
Gain-loss ratio:
Potential high price - present price
Present price - potential low price

»

1296-925
925-756

.

2.2

Theoretical DJIA;
Latest earnings

$59

divided by low grade bond yield ;085 "

66
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MARKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART I
(Economic Condition)

Business cycle . . . .

3

3

Industrial production.

2

2

Corporate profits. . .

! 3

3

Employment . . . . . .

1j

2

Unemployment ........

^
2

2
1

Factory usage. . . . .

!^

Inventory level. . . .

) 2

2

Average workweek . . .

!1

1

1
1

Consumer prices. . . .

2

:

Interest rates . . .

3

> ^

Consumer attitudes
Retail sales . .

1

1

Savings rate . .

1

1

Installment debt
Margin debt. .
Credit balance

2

2

1

A

Gold p r i c e .............

2

2

Balance of trade ..............

2

2

Balance of payment.........

2

2

•

Relative international stability
Economic.........

2

2

Political. . . . . . . . . .

2

2

Monetary...............

.

TOTAL

i
1
2

2
18

5

15
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MARKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART II
(Future Economic Outlook)

<>

Scenario (opinion)
Gross National Product
forecast. . . . . . .
Corporate profits
forecast. . . .
DJIA earnings forecast
Leading indicators
Money supply
Capital spending survey
Mutual fund
Cash level
Net sales

TOTAL

13
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MABKET (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST - PART III

<1

Stock market
DJIA PE
Gain-loss ratio
Theoretical DJIA
TOTAL
TOTAL PART I

R8

TOTAL PART II
Market (Fundamental) TOTAL

17
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MABKET (TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

>o

Dow Jones Industrial Average Graph Analysis
Trend
200 day moving average
10 day moving average
Support level
Resistance level
Elliot wave principle
Dow Theory status
Trading volume .
Advance-decllne ratio
High-low Index
Confidence Index
Short Interest ratio
Professional attitude
Specialist short selling
Put-call ratio
Non-professional attitude
Odd lot balance Index
Odd lot short sales ratio
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MARKET (TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

(Continued)

Speculativlty
ASE/NYSE volume
Standard & Poor's low priced index
Twenty most active volume ratio
Number of splits
General Motors - Bellweather theory
Total

11

Market (Fundamental) Total

17

Market TOTAL

23
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INDUSTRY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

Product outlook
Labor cost
Price structure
Competition
Ease of entry
Production
Cyclical stage
Defensive qualities
Capacity
Financial
Current ratio
Profit margin
Return on equity
Payout
Debt/equity
Glamour
Forbes ranking
Profitability
Growth
TOTAL
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INDUSTRY ( TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

Group analysis. .
Relative strength
I Fund activity . .
Total
Industry (Fundamental) Total

20

Industry TOTAL

22

10
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COMPANY STOCK WORKSHEET

1.

Plot sales, earnings per share, and price for the last 10 years
on semi-log graph paper.

2.

Sketch In sales and earnings per share for two years ahead.
HlKh PE

3.

Low PE

Dividend

Yield

Year 1

10.8

. 9.0

1.60

5.3

Year 2

11.8

7.9

1.60

5.5

Year 3

15.6

9.8

1.55

4.3

Year 4

14.9

11.8

1.45

3.6

Year 5

15.1

12.2

1.35

3.5

Sum

68.2

50.7

Average

13.6

10.1

4.

Potential high price:
Projected 2 years EPS 3.90 times average high PE

5.

13.6

53

10.1

35

Potential low price:
Expected low EPS

3.50

times average low P E

25

Latest severe market low
Present dividend

6.

divided by high yield

29

5.5
Sum

89

Average

30

PE
Present price

7.

1.60

32

3.32 -

9.6

Industry average:

16.0

divided by latest EPS

Yield
Present dividend

1.60

*

5.0

Industry average:

4.5

divided by present price

32
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COMPANY STOCK WORKSHEET
8.

Gain-loss ratio
Potential high price
Present price

9.
10.

32

53

minus present price

minus potential low price

Sales/EPS trend growth rate

8

32

10.5

30

%

Theoretical price
EPS

11.

(Continued)

2.32

divided by low grade bond yield

8.5

-

27

Adjusted DJIA PE
a.

Present DJIA PE

16.1

b. * 1 point each 1% EPS growth above/below DJIA (5%)

+3

c. * 3/4 points each 10% payout above/below DJIA (55%)

- 1/2

d. * 1-2 points if sales stability above/below DJIA
(5% deviation)
e. + 1 point each 400 institutional owners

_____0
+2

f. * 1-2 points if financial leverage much above/
below DJIA (20% LTD plus PFD./ total capital
Total
12.

0
22.5

Annual report analysis
a.

Current ratio
Current assets divided by current liabilities

1.7

Industry average
b.

Debt equity
Long term debt plus preferred stock divided by
total capital 18%
Industry average

c.

1.5

B____

Net working capital
Current assets minus current liabilities (billion)

$1.2
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COMPANY STOCK WORKSHEET
d.

Earnings per share factor change last ten years.

14.

ROI

PM

D/E

Shares

Payout

Average Tax

Year

1

12.1

18.8

18

272M

49

36

Year

2

12.0

20.8

16

272

53

27

Year

3

11.8

19.3

18

272

55

19

Year

4

13.9

21.9

20

272

47

18

Year

5

13.6

21.4

18

271

48

15

Year

6

14.2

22.9

16

271

48

16

Year

7

14.4

22.9

10

270

52

12

Year

8

13.9

21.2

11

271

51

12

Year

9

14.6

21.5

8

267

49

11

Year 10

13.9

20.8

10

267

49

11

Sum

133.4

210.8

145

2705

501

177

14

270

50

18

Average

13.

(Continued)

21

13

Industry average;

Theoretical price:

ROI

__ B

PM

__ 21

D/E

_____
B

Payout

50

Average tax

51

Dividend divided by (K-br)

$1.60
(.12-.09)
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COMPANY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

•o

Sales/EPS
Rate
Divergence
Price Earnings Ratio
Rosenberg guide
Relative to 5 year average
Relative to industry
Graph divergence
Adjusted DJIA PE
i Gain-loss ratio
Minimum level
Minimum price gain
Risk
Financial
Market
Purchasing power
Interest rate
Political/social
Tax
Quality
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COMPANY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

(Continued)

4

Dividends
Current yield
Length of dividend payment
Theoretical yield
Total stock return
Stock
Number of shares
Float
Percent management owned
Potential dilution
Annual Report
Current ratio
Debt/equity ratio
Profit margin
Return on equity
Current debt/net working capital
Average cost of debt
Payout ratio
Product Outlook
Diversification
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COMPANY (FUNDAMENTAL) CHECKLIST

(Continued)

<1

Defensive characteristics
Past history
Heavy debt
Large fixed assets
Flexible prices
Management change
Theoretical price
Life cycle stage
Special conditions
Outside opinion
Forbes ranking
Profit
Growth
Performance
TOTAL

60
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COMPANY (TECHNICAL) CHECKLIST

Group analysis
Trend
Volatility
Relative strength
Support
Resistance
Elliot wave principle
Insider trading
Institutional support
Short interest
Glamour
I Split candidate.
Merger candidate
iNet dollar flow

10

Total
Company (fundamental) Total

13

Company TOTAL

18

14
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT WORKSHEET

Stock
Value

Dividend

Gain
Loss

Quality

Volatility

Business

HI Ave Low
1.
2.

Tx

3100

1.60

10.1

+

/

Ç_

3. ____

4. ___
5. ___

6.

__

7. ___

a . ___
9. ___

10.
Total

Leverage : Total value
Total value less amount borrowed
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PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST

TO

Effective diversification
Balance
Leverage
Overall safety
Total dividend
Overall volatility
Overall defensive qualities
Devaluation protection
TOTAL
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BUYING CHECKLIST

28

Market
Industry

10

Company

13

Portfolio
Total

Rule:

L26

46

Buy when all four factors are favorable.

SELLING CHECKLIST
See above checklist.
Rules:
1.

Sell when the market or industry is unfavorable.

2.

Sell when an Individual stock becomes fully priced
(see gain-loss ratio).

3.

Sell one stock on a specific date each year.

4.

Sell if you suspect you should when In doubt.

5.

Sell to adjust portfolio.

NOTES:

A - Deleted for purposes of illustrating that an individual may
choose to disregard any item on the checklists.
B - Deleted for purposes of illustrating that data may not be
available at a given time.
C - Not illustrated.
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